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Using SIMC 
Single Arm - phase space 
A single arm version of SIMC with SOS mode, can be found at 

ifarm1102> cd /lustre/expphy/work/halla/e07006/Erez/SIMC/psSOS 

To run the hrs model with the single arm, do the following: 
1. Type  

ifarm1102> mc_hrs_single 
2. When prompted, enter the name of the input file without the .inp  

(use infiles/extended.inp) 
3. An output file will then be created at /worksim/ directory  

extended.rzdat 
4. Transform it to a root file using   

ifarm1102>  h2root extended.rzdat 

Double Arm - coincidence 
A double arm version of SIMC with SOS mode can be found at 

ifarm1102> cd /lustre/expphy/work/halla/e07006/Erez/SIMC/SOS 
To run the hrs model with double arm, do the following: 
1. Type  

ifarm1102> ./simc 
2. When prompted, enter the name of the input file without the .inp (use e.g. infiles/fastkinematics.inp) 
3. An .rsdat output file will then be created at /worksim/ subdirectory. Transform it to a root file using h2root.  
4. An outfiles/*.hist output file contains the normalization factor and a summary of the output. 

Single arm (e,e')  
This type of single arm version can be ran in the standard SIMC program. at the file 
extra_deuterium.inp, there is an option called spect_mode, which can be set to 0, -1, -2, or 
1. 
Option 0 runs the events through both spectrometers.  
Option 1 will generate events but not run them through either spectrometer. 
Option -1 (-2) runs the events only through the p (e) arm. This will basically give you single arm rates. 
The trick is to increase the generation limits for the arm you are not using.  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Make Changes in quads’ position/ field 
For the configurations where the quad is not moved, change the lines 271 and 273 in shared/transp.f to look for 
the correct forward map.  
You also will have to change line 74 in hrsr(l)/mc_hrsr(l)_recon.f to look for the correct reconstruction map. (You 
can also rename the maps to avoid having to change the code.) 

When you move the quads forward by e.g. 40 cm, you will have to also have to change the files hrsr(l)/
mc_hrsr(l).f.  

Here you need to change the following lines: 

line 256 (253):  change 135.064 to 120.865 
line 304 (301):  change 241.095 to 201.095 


